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Abstract
Historically, the study of fluvial geomorphology has been dominated by the field
method of surveying using a level and surveying rod. Beginning in the 1980s, the use of
ground based and aerial LiDAR increased in popularity as a surveying method.
However, LIDAR is expensive and requires significant training to operate. In recent
years there has been an increase in the applicability of digital photogrammetry in the field
of fluvial geomorphology. Lower costs, streamlined training and an increased accuracy
all make digital photogrammetry a promising tool for the field geomorphologist. A study
of the morphologic changes of four river bars on the Browns Canyon section of the
Arkansas River, Colorado is used to explore the potential of digital photogrammetry by
attempting to quantify the impacts of recreation river users on bar morphology. By
creating high resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) at time intervals from 24 hours
to several days, DEMs of difference (DoDs) were created and analyzed using the opensource 3D data processing software CloudCompare. DoDs were correlated with
historical, daily commercial river user data to derive a relationship. Verification
concerning the validity of CloudCompare was done using a simple experiment simulating
erosion and deposition of a known volume of material.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Over eight years working as a raft guide on rivers throughout California, I
consistently noticed a change in the shape and extent of sand bars that were most popular
for lunch stops. Throughout the season, sand bars became smaller, and the angle of the
water-bar interface became shallower. Recent technological improvements in digital
elevation model generation and geomorphologic change detection have created the
opportunity to quantify this change.
One such technological advance is digital photogrammetry, more generally
referred to structure-from-motion (SfM). The use of SfM in geomorphology has become
increasingly popular in recent years as technology has improved (Lane, 2000; Lane et al.,
1993: Bird et al., 2010; Chandler et al., 2002; Barker et al., 1997; Marcus & Fonstad,
2010). Within the last decade, advances in digital technology and decreases in equipment
costs have enabled the use of digital photogrammetry specifically over a wide range of
applications, and at higher resolutions (Matthews et al., 2004). One increasingly
common application is in the study of fluvial geomorphology. Digital photogrammetry
also allows erosion and deposition data to be easily quantified. This gives it a distinct
advantage when calculating sediment budgets (Heritage et al., 1998). There are
especially noticeable advantages to this technique for river bar morphology where change
occurs rapidly, such as braided rivers (Chandler et al., 2002). Carbonneau et al., (2003)
and Westoby et al., (2012) discuss the high degree of precision possible as well.
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Additionally, digital photogrammetry offers a low cost and easy-to-learn approach to
high resolution digital elevation model generation, especially when compared to
alternative methods such as LiDAR. The equipment required for digital photogrammetry
is also more compact and can be operated by one person.
Using digital photogrammetry, this study will describe morphologic change on
four river bars on the Browns Canyon section of the Arkansas River. Morphologic
change over the duration of the four month study period will be quantified and correlated
with historical average daily river user numbers. Fluctuations in discharge, bar sediment
composition and rainfall will also be taken into consideration. The null and alternate
hypotheses for all of the river bars are:
H0: There is no morphologic change during the study period.
HA1: There is morphologic change due to human impacts.
HA2: There is morphologic change due to climatic factors.
HA3: There is morphologic changes due to unknown factors.

Conceptual Background for Digital Photogrammetry
Structure-from-Motion
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) is the general term for optically derived digital
surface generation. The process for generating the surface relies on the matching of
pixels by the SfM software, based on color from multiple stereoscopically overlapping
photographs. As outlined by Westoby et al., (2012) and Matthews (2008), the first step is
identification by the software of many invariate points. An invariate point is one which is
visible in three or more photographs and is constantly identifiable regardless of factors
such as camera position and changes in lighting. The number of invariate points in a
2

project will vary based on the size of the project. For large projects on the order of tens
of meters square (such as this project), hundreds of invariate points are identified by the
software. After placing the invariate points in a relative 3D space, additional pixels are
matched and placed in space based on their relationship to the invariate points. The
stereoscopic overlap of the photos within a photo set allows the software to place aligned
pixels in a relative X, Y, Z coordinate system. This process is similar to the triangulation
method that satellites use to position a GPS unit.
The use of SfM techniques in the study of geomorphology has become
increasingly popular in recent years as technology has improved (Lane, 2000; Bird et al.,
2010; Chandler et al., 2002; Barker et al., 1997; Marcus & Fonstad, 2010). Within the
last decade, advances in digital technology and decreases in equipment costs have
prompted an increase in the use of digital photogrammetry specifically, over a wide range
of applications and at higher resolutions (Matthews et al., 2008).
One of the earliest applications of modern photogrammetry was by Barker et al.
(1996) using an analytical stereoplotter to mathematically solve for point placement
between stereoscopically overlapping photographs. When compared to previous methods
using mechanical point placement, this novel point placement solution allowed for
greater accuracy and more variability in the types of data that could be derived. Using
film cameras, Barker et al. (1996) effectively and accurately captured bar morphology.
Their paper represents a new way of matching and placing point pairs and lays the
groundwork for the digital photogrammetry in the future. A later paper by Heritage et al.
(1998) is one of the earliest to point to the value of photogrammetry in the study of
geomorphology, acknowledging that the detail possible far exceeds that of the alternative
3

methods. They also attribute the increase in detail to the ability to mathematically
resolve point placement.
Beginning in the early 2000’s digital photogrammetry began to gain popularity.
Lane, (2000) reviews digital photogrammetry in the study of fluvial geomorphology.
Relying on works such as Barker et al. (1996) and Heritage et al. (1998), Lane (2000)
recognized the increase in applicability of photogrammetry in fluvial settings with
improvements in digital technology. Lane (2000) also goes on to describe new problems
associated with digital photogrammetry, many of which are discussed in section 1.2.
Despite the challenges associated with a developing method, digital photogrammetry
offers low cost and highly detailed DEM generation in fluvial settings.
Through the 2000’s, as digital camera technology improved and digital
photogrammetry techniques were refined, the frequency of use in the study of fluvial
settings increased. The result was many river reach scale surveys using both terrestrial
and aerial picture acquisition, in increasingly complicated topographic settings
(Charbonneau et al., 2001; Chandler et al., 2002; Bird et al., 2010; Marcus and Fonstad,
2010; Fonstad et al., 2012; Westoby et al., 2012; Lague et al., 2013). This sample of
studies helps illustrate the increase in proliferation of digital photogrammetry when
studying fluvial settings. Of notable informative relevance to the present work are
Marcus and Fonstad (2010) and Fonstad et al. (2012).
Marcus and Fonstad (2010) discuss high resolution, multi-scale topographic
surveys from a variety of techniques, including film and digital photogrammetry as well
as LiDAR. They address the proliferation of studies and increasing accuracy of digital
photogrammetry in generating high resolution DEMs. This paper recognizes the
4

beginnings of remote sensing to study fluvial settings in the 1990’s and looks forward to
the increasing accuracy offered by digital photogrammetry and LiDAR in the study of
fluvial geomorphology. Marcus and Fonstad (2010) also note the benefit of digital
photogrammetry as a cost efficient alternative to LiDAR when creating high resolution
DEMs.
A later paper by Fonstad et al., (2012) compares digital photogrammetry to
LiDAR. This paper uses repeat surveys by both techniques in the same fluvial landscape.
The authors find that both techniques are capable of developing similarly accurate DEMs.
Through this paper and others like it, digital photogrammetry is validated as an
alternative method for generating high resolution DEMs.
My work builds on the body of work using remote sensing techniques to study
fluvial geomorphology. I rely on early fluvial geomorphology studies using
photogrammetry and the development and validation of digital photogrammetry in. My
work moves beyond many of those studies, focusing on smaller areas and quantifying
smaller scale change. Using digital photogrammetry allowed me to quickly and
efficiently create high resolution DEMs of river bars and compare then to quantify
change during the summer of 2014. While many of the above mentioned papers employ
digital photogrammetry to examine change on a river reach scale, I explore the
capabilities of digital photogrammetry to capture smaller scale change. This helps
illustrate an alternative use for digital photogrammetry in the study of fluvial
geomorphology.
Terrestrial based digital photogrammetry allows for high-resolution analysis of
changes in channel morphology with considerably less work than traditional survey
5

methods (Barker et al., 1997). Photogrammetry also allows for the inclusion of bank
scour and fill data that are often lost when using traditional surveying techniques. This
gives it a distinct advantage when calculating sediment budgets (Heritage et al., 1998).
There are especially noticeable advantages to this technique for river bar morphology
where change occurs rapidly, such as braided rivers (Chandler et al., 2002). Lane (2000)
describes how photogrammetry builds on the traditional survey methods of a rod and
surveying level, derived from engineering, offering significant increases in the
morphologic detail. He also discusses the benefits of photogrammetry for the ease and
accuracy of data acquisition. Matthews (2008) describes additional benefits of
photogrammetry for situations where change may only occur in very small quantities.
Challenges Associated with Digital Photogrammetry.
Along with the benefits of photogrammetry in fluvial geomorphology, there are
also challenges, as outlined by Lane (2000) and Westoby et al (2012). A balance
between detail desired and the processing time needed must be struck. Additionally,
higher levels of detail necessitate shorter object-to-camera distances (Matthews, 2008).
In larger study areas, this requires significantly more pictures which may lead to
prohibitively long processing times (Lane 2000; Matthews, 2008; Westoby et al., 2012).
Longer object-to-camera distances aid in decreasing the processing time, but may lead to
greater distortion and reduced accuracy (Lane, 2000). Westoby et al., (2012) present the
additional consideration when using photogrammetry in the study of fluvial settings, that
active river channels often contain water. Because the surface of water is constantly
changing, digital photogrammetry is unable to resolve the portion of a picture with water
surfaces. The result is that the apparent size of a bar is inversely related to changes in
6

stage height; as discharge increases, the apparent area of the bar decreases. They also
describe the potential for gaps in data when some objects such as landforms in the
foreground or vegetation block features in the background. From personal experience,
this type of obstruction problem can be solved by varying the camera location.
Matthews (2008) defines close range photogrammetry as any project where the
object-to-camera distance is 300 meters or less. As the object-to-camera distance gets
shorter (approximately one meter), resolutions of 0.025 mm are possible. Based on the
high level of potential precision, close range photogrammetry has the ability to detect
small changes in deposition and erosion (Matthews, 2008). Carbonneau et al., (2003) and
Westoby et al., (2012) discuss the high degree of precision possible as well. They also
extol the relative ease and low cost with which highly precise DEMs are possible, even
with poor camera calibration and for relatively inexperienced photogrammetrists.
Review of Relevant Literature
The following section reviews fluvial geomorphology to better contextualize
morphologic variability in river bars. Channel characterization, entrainment and
deposition are all summarized as a foundation for natural channel morphology. I also
review the literature on recreation and river bars as well as the impacts of foot traffic on
erosion in general, and cattle on bar morphology. This provides a conceptual framework
for my research on human induced river bar morphology. I end with a discussion of error
in digital photogrammetry generally, correcting error in photogrammetry using
PhotoScan, and the analytical software CloudCompare.

7

Channel Characterization
Channel form and location are a function of discharge, the quantity and quality of
entrained sediment and the character of the geology that makes up the bed and banks of
the channel (Leopold et al., 1964). Variability in some or all of the above factors can
result in a large diversity in channel cross-section shape, and reach-scale form, potentially
many times within a river’s length. The resulting diversity in theoretical channel form
has led to challenges in the development of a comprehensive channel classification
scheme.
The process of characterizing channels is complicated due to the inherent
diversity associated with variability of river morphology. Knighton (1998) synthesized a
means of classification based on a characteristic that seems to play the most significant
role in predicting channel form; boundary composition. In this classification scheme, the
stream boundary is first classified as either cohesive (A) or non-cohesive (B). Within
these two categories, the character of the stream boundary is further classified as either a
bedrock channel (A1) or silt-clay channel (A2), or a sand-bed channel (B1), gravel-bed
channel (B2) or boulder-bed channel (B3). Additional classification is possible based on
other criteria such as sinuosity, depth ratio and channel slope; all of which create a more
detailed picture of the channel in question and increase the descriptive power of the
classification scheme. Regardless of the classification scheme used, it is commonly
understood that any classification is only applicable on a reach-length scale as the
characteristic of a stream change quite rapidly. Most stream channels are non-cohesive
material, with gravel and boulder-bed channels being dominant (Knighton, 1998). Many
gravel and boulder-bed channels in non-meandering streams display a repeating pattern
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of deep pools and shallow riffles that occur at intervals of every 5-7 widths (Leopold et
al., 1964). The present study location is a gravel and boulder-bed channel with a pattern
of repeating pools and riffles similar to that described by Leopold et al., (1964) and
Knighton (1998). For the purposes of this study, I use the terms river bar, bar and beach
interchangeably to refer to areas comprised of unconsolidated, depositional material with
little to no vegetation.
Entrainment and Deposition
Entrainment of a particle refers to the point when a particle begins to move; that
is, when the shear stress of the current is enough to overcome the forces of gravity and
friction holding the particle in place. There are two channel characteristics that are
important in deciding the relationship between the forces of shear stress, and gravity and
friction. They are the size of the clast, and the size of the clast relative to the bed it is
laying on. Larger particles require a higher shear stress before mobilization than smaller
particles. This means that relatively smaller particles are preferentially mobilized at a
given shear stress, leaving the larger particles behind. The size of a clast relative to the
surrounding river bed is also an important characteristic in the likelihood of particle
mobilization.
In a gravel bed river such as the one being studied, flow paths are always
turbulent. Turbulent flow paths are due to the obstacles found in the channel that create
resistance. There are three types of resistance found in a channel: skin resistance, internal
distortion resistance and spill resistance (Leopold et al., 1964). Skin resistance refers to
the resistance from the water-bank interaction and the resulting turbulence. Internal
distortion resistance is the resistance associated with distortions of the channel such as
9

bars, bends and eddies. Spill resistance is an object that disrupts or blocks downstream
flow, forcing the channel to go around or over the object, locally decreasing velocity.
Fluvial zones that experience spill resistance and skin resistance will often also see flow
separation.
Flow separation may be defined as a point along the channel where the
downstream flow becomes unstable due to a change in the channel width. This instability
causes downstream flow paralleling the bank to break away from the channel boundary,
creating a zone where flow paths are different than the main channel. These zones are
often referred to as eddies (Leeder & Bridges, 1975). Eddies are separated from the main
channel by a narrow, near vertical, area of hydraulic shear where the velocity and
direction of flow change rapidly. This is referred to as the eddy line by Rubin et al.,
(1990). The water on the opposite side of the eddy line from the main channel flows in
an upstream direction. The flow path of water within an eddy circulates either clockwise
or counter clockwise, depending on the side of the stream it is found (Leeder & Bridges
1975; Leopold et al., 1964). Because flow separation occurs in areas where channel
width changes, sudden widening of the channel, meander bends, rocky outcrops and mid
channel boulders may all generate zones of flow separation (Leeder and Bridges, 1975;
Rubin et al., 1990). Within an eddy, the velocity of the current tends to be lower than
that of the main channel. When the shear velocity decreases below the settling velocity
of entrained particles, deposition begins to occur (Knighton 1998). The deposition of
entrained sediment in zones of flow separation thus leads to the development of river bars
(Rubin et al., 1990). Within a river system, bars may change size and location depending
on discharge. However, many bars remain relatively stable except during high discharge
10

events (Vincent and Andrews 2008). Two of the four bars (beach #1 and #3) in my study
reach are characterized by deposition associated with widening of the channel at high
water events. One is due to a combination of a meander bend and flow separation due to
a large, mid channel boulder (beach #2). Beach #4 is the result of a sudden change in
channel direction caused by an exposed bedrock cliff on river right.
Vincent and Andrews (2008) describe three main factors that contribute to the
formation of river bars; suspended sediment load, variable discharge regime, and
locations with recirculating flow. Suspended sediment load refers to the quantity and size
of entrained sediment within a channel given a specific discharge. A variable discharge
regime describes the need for discharge to vary through time such that particles of
various sizes will experience alternately entrainment or deposition. Finally, they
characterize the need for variations in the channel width such that flow separation occurs
to varying degrees, depending on discharge. Flow separation allows for the deposition of
entrained sediment. The Vincent and Andrews (2008) study is mostly concerned with the
formation of sand bars suitable for use by recreational river runners. Their findings
indicate that, while all three factors play a role in the creation of sandbars, the quantity of
suspended sediment is the best predictor of the bar frequency within a river reach.
Related to the formation of river bars within a depositional zone, sorting of clasts
by size occurs. This sorting occurs within a given bar and along the river bed and is
driven by the shear stress at a given location. Sorting may occur at the point of
entrainment, during transport and/or at particle deposition (Powell, 1998). Sorting at
entrainment is driven by the ability of the river to move clasts of a specific size. As the
discharge increases, large clasts will be mobilized. In this way, there is discharge based
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sorting at the point of entrainment. During transport, variation in turbidity within the
channel due to bed-form factors may result in the preferential settling or transport of
some particles that are near the point of entrainment. Depositional sorting tends to be
seen in channel cross section. The methodical decrease in stream velocity at the channel
margins leads to general fining of particle sizes. The relationship between these three
potential points of sorting is very close, with significant overlap.
Once a clast has passed the threshold for entrainment it is considered entrained,
and is transported downstream. The distance downstream it travels is dictated by the
turbidity of the river. Turbidity of the current is dictated by the bed surface. There is
some evidence to suggest that a particle will settle out of the water column in areas where
the bedform is of a similar size to that of the entrained particle (Powell, 1998). This
depositional sorting by mean bedform clast size is seen in the riffle-pool organization of
many streams. Additionally, variability in turbidity and flowpath within channel will
result in sorting tangential to the flow direction. Take a cross section at a meander bed,
for example, moving from the thalweg to the point bar. At the thalweg there is an initial
fining of the bed due to the relatively low turbidity associated with the deeper channel.
Continuing towards the point bar, the bed material becomes coarser, associated with
increased levels of turbidity. Moving up onto the point bar, a general fining begins to
occur again, attributed to slower speeds and less turbidity of the eddy (Powell, 1998).
The general trend of fining of sediment from thalweg to point bar is also observed by
Clayton and Pitlick (2007) on meander bends on the Upper Colorado River. They
suggest that the differential routing of fine and coarse grain sizes within a cross section
promotes mobilization of finer particles. They suggest that the increase in mobilization is
12

because the finer particles are not hidden by larger particles in deeper areas of the
channel.
The deposition of an entrained particle is dictated by a decrease in the turbidity of
the stream or decrease in velocity such that the energy needed for transportation is no
longer available. In this way, we also see sorting of particles by size. Evidence for
depositional sorting is clearest in fluvial settings that are only periodically inundated with
water. Examples of this are the fining of sediment moving away from the main channel
and the downstream fining of sediment along a given bar (Powell, 1998).
There are additional anthropogenic factors that may induce a profound effect on
the erosional and depositional environment of a fluvial system. One of the most
important is a dam on the upstream boundary of a river reach. The study location for the
present research has two upstream dams. The result of a dam on the bed and bar
morphology is a general increase in the mean clast size, referred to as bed armoring. Bed
armoring occurs as finer, more easily mobilized clasts are transported downstream,
leaving the larger particle sizes. Because dams also decrease maximum discharge levels,
the remaining clasts tend to be mobilized less frequently than they would in a natural
setting (Petts, 1984). For the current study location, this means that many of the bars in
question are comprised of a coarser particle size than may naturally occur.
Recreation and River Bars
Recognition for the need to quantify the impact of human use on river bar
morphology developed in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. Early work was
done by Kaplinski et al., (2003) who explored the history of campsite monitoring for the
Grand Canyon. Campsite inventories for this reach of river began in 1975 and occurred
13

in 1976 and 1984. Beginning in 1991 the Adopt-a-Beach program was introduced.
Commercial Grand Canyon river guides volunteered to take pictures of their adopted
beach/camp sites throughout the season. Results were then summarized in a series of
reports for a single year, and multiple years (Thompson et al., 1997; O’Brian et al., 1999;
Thompson, 2001; O’Brian et al., 2000; Thomson 2002). One of the main objectives of
the Adopt-a-Beach program was to monitor changes in beach shape and extent due to
flood-event-mimicking dam releases. As part of the Adopt-a-Beach program, volunteers
noted that during peak use times, many sandbars graded to a gentler slope as a result of
human use. Anecdotal evidence from volunteer guides in the Adopt-a-Beach program
also noted, “considerable erosion as the season progressed” (Thompson et al., 1997).
While not characterized as significant on the Colorado River, the Adopt-a-Beach program
does present some evidence that there are noticeable effects on river bars due to human
traffic. The reports of human induced erosion from the Adopt-a-Beach program align
well with my personal observations. Over eight years as a commercial guide in the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in California, I noticed flattening and shrinking
of popular lunch and camping sand bars, especially the sand/gravel beaches used for
camping on multi-day trips.
Vincent and Andrews (2008) also explored the distribution of sand beaches along
whitewater rivers with a focus on their suitability for recreational use. Their study
examined eight rivers in the western United States, evaluating the frequency of
occurrence of useable sand bars from a recreational standpoint. Variability in size and
frequency was explored in connection to flow and the prevalence of suspended sediment.
Vincent and Andrews (2008) describe a decrease in the number of beaches when the flow
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is regulated by a dam. They determined that a decrease in peak runoff limits the volume
of entrained sediment. This, in turn, can increase the rate of erosion downstream.
Therefore, beaches that typically aggrade during periods of high discharge remain
unchanged or erode. Additionally, recirculation zones triggering some beach formation
at high discharge levels may not experience sufficient discharge for the recirculation zone
to develop and the associated beach building to occur. Such beaches may then be
susceptible to increased rates of erosion during the artificially increased minimum
discharges (Vincent and Andrews 2008).
Foot and Cattle Traffic
The impact of foot traffic on erosion rates is not a new topic of study (Coleman
1981; Morgan and Smith, 1980). The focus of previous work focused on recreational
foot paths, and the potential for an increase in erosion rates due to increases in foot traffic
(Coleman 1981; Morgan and Smith, 1980; Tomczyk and Ewentowski 2012). The
quantity and type of vegetative cover, underlying geology, and slope of the path are
deciding factors in predicting the rate of erosion. Coleman (1981) discusses the
susceptibility of certain plant species to trampling over others. He also discusses the role
of the underlying geology, noting that loosely consolidated material is more prone to
erosion. In a lab experiment by Morgan and Smith (1980) the mechanics of foot strike
and slope were explored in depth. They discovered that shearing forces due to the toe
have the most detrimental effect on erosion rates. Slope angles of 5o to 20o also proved to
be the most susceptible to high erosion rates. Recently, the use of Digital Elevation
Model Differences (DoDs) has been employed to quantify micro changes in soil loss
(Tomczyk and Ewentowski 2012). The use of DoDs proved successful in accurately
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quantifying soil erosion and deposition rates at very fine scales. The above studies
explored the role of human-derived trail erosion, but did not explore human-derived
erosion in fluvial settings. It has been shown that repeated foot strikes have the ability to
effect erosion rates, especially in unconsolidated material. The study location has slope
angles that fall with the 5o to 20o range and are comprised almost entirely of
unconsolidated material with little vegetation.
The quantification of human-induced erosion on river bar morphology has not
warranted study to date. However, there is a body of work concerning the role of
livestock on erosion rates of stream banks. Livestock generally use streams within their
grazing area as a source of water. Repeated trips across often unconsolidated alluvium
results in noticeable changes to stream morphology (Trimble 1994). The high volume of
traffic these watering paths experience is similar to that seen on beaches commonly used
on commercial raft runs.
The role livestock plays in the degradation of river and stream banks can be
divided into either direct or indirect impacts (Evans 1998). The direct impacts on banks
may be further divided between their impacts on the degradation of the bank itself, and
the degradation of the vegetation covering the bank in question. Bank degradation refers
to the mechanical movement of soil from the bank into the channel and its subsequent
removal by the stream. The degradation of vegetation via trampling increases the
erosivity of runoff. Indirect impacts concern compaction of the soils which increases the
vulnerability of the bank to erosion due to additional forces such as runoff (Evans 1998).
In reaches where grazing is present, livestock represent an important component in the
erosion of permanent and ephemeral stream banks. Earlier studies by Kauffman and
16

Krueger (1984) led to similar conclusions involving the adverse effects of livestock on
stream bank morphology; including the role of soil compaction and vegetation removal,
resulting in an increase in the erosivity of runoff.
Trimble (1994) attempted to quantify and compare differences in erosion rates
along stream banks where livestock were present versus those where livestock were not.
Trimble (1994) uses the traditional method of geomorphic analysis; cross-section
surveying with a surveying rod and level. He notes the limitations of his methods and
that too many cross sections would be needed for the method to prove practical. Despite
these challenges, Trimble observed increased erosion rates due to mechanical erosion by
the livestock. He described erosion rates of three to six times greater along stream banks
where livestock were present versus those where livestock were not. In Trimble’s 1994
study, increased erosion rates are attributed to the mechanical breakdown of the bank
associated with travel patterns of the cattle to the water. Cattle traffic mechanically
loosened bank deposits which then moved into the stream channel and were eroded. In
total, approximately 40 m3 of material was removed per year over an reach approximately
400 meters long.
Research on human foot traffic shows a quantifiable impact on erosion rates. In
riparian environments, cattle have been shown to have a large impact on the morphology
of bars. Taking into account the number of people that use rivers in the United States for
recreation during summer months and the highly susceptible nature of many of the bars to
anthropogenic mechanical erosion, it is likely that river bars that experience large
numbers of users will see quantifiable bar erosion due to human traffic.
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Assessment of Error in Digital Photogrammetry
The most common method for assessing geomorphic change is the comparison of
two digital elevation models (DEMs) from two different times. This method is referred
to as a DoD, or DEM of difference (DEM differencing). The DoD method has the ability
to accurately portray zones of erosion and deposition with high degrees of accuracy
(Heritage et al., 2009). However, as with all remote sensing techniques, there must be an
understanding of error. One of the most important current issues in the use of
photogrammetry, or any optic-based DEM generating technique, is how one accounts for
errors in the DEM. When using a DoD based analysis in geomorphology it is especially
important to account for the uncertainty inherent in DEM generation. It is often the case
that the magnitude of change anticipated is of a similar scale to the uncertainty in the
DEM. If the measured change in morphology is less than the range of uncertainty
associated with the DEM generation, the DoD method may treat the change as random
noise within the DEM. This can lead to significant impacts on the accuracy and
relevance of any findings (Wheaton et al., 2010; Milan et al., 2011). Studies using
multiple styles of optically-derived DEM generation, and a DoD analysis have begun to
establish techniques for accounting for uncertainty within a DEM. When considering
error within the DoD method, two assertions can be made; 1) high roughness and a low
point density will generate high uncertainty, and 2) low roughness with a high point
density will lead to lower uncertainty.
There are three factors that play a role in the quality of a DEM (Heritage et al.,
2009); 1) the quality of the data points within a surface, 2) the density of the data points
within the surface, and 3) the spatial distribution of the data points within the surface. All
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three are related to the method of data acquisition and processing technique. Within a
point cloud, high quality (accurate) points that are densely spaced within the DEM, and
evenly distributed throughout the DEM are ideal. However compromises between
processing time and accuracy must be weighed. When quantifying error, Milan et al.,
(2011) and Heritage et al., (2009) both address a problem with DEM validation for
optically-derived DEMs. In practice, when validating the precision of a DEM surface, it
is compared to another, more accurate DEM. Advances in DEM resolution associated
with advances in technology created a situation where more accurate DEMs do not exist.
As a result, it is impossible to validate a DEM against a more accurate DEM. A number
of statistical approaches are being explored in an attempt to quantify error, a description
of which follows.
Wheaton et al., (2010) propose three steps that should be taken into account when
considering uncertainty within the DoD model, regardless of the DEM generation
method. The first step is to quantify the surface uncertainty in each DEM. Secondly, the
identified uncertainty of each DEM should then propagate into the DoD using equation
(1). Finally, the significance of the propagated uncertainties must is considered in the
context of the specific research. This means the significant threshold for point exclusion
based on a desired accuracy versus potential error in morphologic change must be
weighed. In three dimensional space (X,Y,Z point cloud) the horizontal (X,Y) errors
approximate those in the vertical (Z) direction. However, in low slope areas (such as
depositional fluvial settings) the horizontal error has a negligible effect on distortion. As
such, Wheaton et al., (2010) define the actual z deminsion within a DEM as:
𝑍𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑍𝐷𝐸𝑀 ± 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
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(1)

Where Z actual is the true location of the surface, Z DEM is the location of a given point
within the three dimensional point cloud and Z error is the vertical error associated with
DEM generation. Because it is possible to assume the vertical error is randomly
distributed, and independent of the actual surface, Z error can be assumed to be a single
value for an entire point cloud. To then propagate the uncertainty into the DoD the
following equation is used:
𝛿𝐷𝑜𝐷 = √(𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑤 )2 + (𝑍𝑜𝑙𝑑 )2

(2)

Where δ DoD is the propagated error within the DoD and Z new and Z old represent the
vertical error in the new (time 1) and old (time 2) DEMs being used to compile the DoD,
respectively. The uncertainty range within the DoD is based on the error derived from
within the DEMs being used. Greater uncertainty within the DoD means a larger
threshold for exclusion of elevation data. Data exclusion stems from the idea that any
change-value falling within the range of uncertainty for the DoD will be excluded. The
larger the range of uncertainty, the more change-values will be excluded. This leads to
an inability within the DoD to detect changes in the topography, meaning more lost
topographic data and a decrease in accuracy (Wheaton et al., 2010).
A new method for deriving error developed by Wheaton et al., (2010), in response
to the challenges explored above, moves beyond using a single value for uncertainty. In
their new model for assessing uncertainty, a window of a predefined size moves
throughout the DoD. Each cell is defined as either erosional or depositional, taking into
account the surrounding cells. If the surrounding cells have one property, and the cell in
question has another, it is considered an error and discarded. If the examined cell and the
surrounding cells have the same property, the data will be kept, even in situations where
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the data is below the uncertainty level. Separate indices (one for erosion and one for
deposition) are calculated for each cell to avoid the possibility that a cell may fall in a
zone of rapid transition but get discarded as uncertainty.
A similar technique was developed by Milan et al., (2011). It also involves a
moving window error assessment to allow for variation in the uncertainty that may be
associated with variability in the surface roughness. The chief difference is that the
technique by Milan et al., (2011) uses the standard deviation of the errors between the
two time-separated DEMs to propagate error into the DoD. As such, they are able to
include probability, using the equation:
𝑈𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑡√(𝜎𝑒1 )2 + (𝜎𝑒2 )2

(3)

In this case, Ucrit is the propagated error within the DoD; t is the critical t-value at the
chosen confidence interval, and σe1 and σe2 are the standard deviations of elevation error.
When using this method a normal distribution of errors must be assumed. A comparison
by Milan et al., (2011) between raw DEM data, a single value to represent uncertainty,
and a spatially distributed level of uncertainty value shows a marked difference in the
level of uncertainty.
Accounting for Error When Using PhotoScan
The most common method for assessing geomorphic change is the comparison of
two digital elevation models (DEMs) from two different times. This method is referred
to as a DoD, or DEM of difference (DEM differencing). The DoD method has the ability
to accurately portray zones of erosion and deposition with high degrees of accuracy
(Heritage et al., 2009). However, as with all remote sensing techniques, there must be an
understanding of error. One of the most important current issues in the use of
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photogrammetry, or any optic-based DEM generating technique, is how one accounts for
errors in the DEM. When using a DoD based analysis in geomorphology it is especially
important to account for the uncertainty inherent in DEM generation. It is often the case
that the magnitude of change anticipated is of a similar scale to the uncertainty in the
DEM. If the measured change in morphology is less than the range of uncertainty
associated with the DEM generation, the DoD method may treat the change as random
noise within the DEM. This can lead to significant impacts on the accuracy and
relevance of any findings (Wheaton et al., 2010; Milan et al., 2011). Studies using
multiple styles of optically-derived DEM generation, and a DoD analysis have begun to
establish techniques for accounting for uncertainty within a DEM. When considering
error within the DoD method, two assertions can be made; 1) high roughness and a low
point density will generate high uncertainty, and 2) low roughness with a high point
density will lead to lower uncertainty.
There are three factors that play a role in the quality of a DEM (Heritage et al.,
2009); 1) the quality of the data points within a surface, 2) the density of the data points
within the surface, and 3) the spatial distribution of the data points within the surface. All
three are related to the method of data acquisition and processing technique. Within a
point cloud, high quality (accurate) points that are densely spaced within the DEM, and
evenly distributed throughout the DEM are ideal. However compromises between
processing time and accuracy must be weighed. When quantifying error, Milan et al.,
(2011) and Heritage et al., (2009) both address a problem with DEM validation for
optically-derived DEMs. In practice, when validating the precision of a DEM surface, it
is compared to another, more accurate DEM. Advances in DEM resolution associated
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with advances in technology created a situation where more accurate DEMs do not exist.
As a result, it is impossible to validate a DEM against a more accurate DEM. A number
of statistical approaches are being explored in an attempt to quantify error, a description
of which follows.
Wheaton et al., (2010) propose three steps that should be taken into account when
considering uncertainty within the DoD model, regardless of the DEM generation
method. The first step is to quantify the surface uncertainty in each DEM. Secondly, the
identified uncertainty of each DEM should then propagate into the DoD using equation
(1). Finally, the significance of the propagated uncertainties must is considered in the
context of the specific research. This means the significant threshold for point exclusion
based on a desired accuracy versus potential error in morphologic change must be
weighed. In three dimensional space (X,Y,Z point cloud) the horizontal (X,Y) errors
approximate those in the vertical (Z) direction. However, in low slope areas (such as
depositional fluvial settings) the horizontal error has a negligible effect on distortion. As
such, Wheaton et al., (2010) define the actual z deminsion within a DEM as:
𝑍𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑍𝐷𝐸𝑀 ± 𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

(1)

Where Z actual is the true location of the surface, Z DEM is the location of a given point
within the three dimensional point cloud and Z error is the vertical error associated with
DEM generation. Because it is possible to assume the vertical error is randomly
distributed, and independent of the actual surface, Z error can be assumed to be a single
value for an entire point cloud. To then propagate the uncertainty into the DoD the
following equation is used:
𝛿𝐷𝑜𝐷 = √(𝑍𝑛𝑒𝑤 )2 + (𝑍𝑜𝑙𝑑 )2
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(2)

Where δ DoD is the propagated error within the DoD and Z new and Z old represent the
vertical error in the new (time 1) and old (time 2) DEMs being used to compile the DoD,
respectively. The uncertainty range within the DoD is based on the error derived from
within the DEMs being used. Greater uncertainty within the DoD means a larger
threshold for exclusion of elevation data. Data exclusion stems from the idea that any
change-value falling within the range of uncertainty for the DoD will be excluded. The
larger the range of uncertainty, the more change-values will be excluded. This leads to
an inability within the DoD to detect changes in the topography, meaning more lost
topographic data and a decrease in accuracy (Wheaton et al., 2010).
A new method for deriving error developed by Wheaton et al., (2010), in response
to the challenges explored above, moves beyond using a single value for uncertainty. In
their new model for assessing uncertainty, a window of a predefined size moves
throughout the DoD. Each cell is defined as either erosional or depositional, taking into
account the surrounding cells. If the surrounding cells have one property, and the cell in
question has another, it is considered an error and discarded. If the examined cell and the
surrounding cells have the same property, the data will be kept, even in situations where
the data is below the uncertainty level. Separate indices (one for erosion and one for
deposition) are calculated for each cell to avoid the possibility that a cell may fall in a
zone of rapid transition but get discarded as uncertainty.
A similar technique was developed by Milan et al., (2011). It also involves a
moving window error assessment to allow for variation in the uncertainty that may be
associated with variability in the surface roughness. The chief difference is that the
technique by Milan et al., (2011) uses the standard deviation of the errors between the
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two time-separated DEMs to propagate error into the DoD. As such, they are able to
include probability, using the equation:
𝑈𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑡√(𝜎𝑒1 )2 + (𝜎𝑒2 )2
In this case, Ucrit is the propagated error within the DoD; t is the critical t-value at the
chosen confidence interval, and σe1 and σe2 are the standard deviations of elevation error.
When using this method a normal distribution of errors must be assumed. A comparison
by Milan et al., (2011) between raw DEM data, a single value to represent uncertainty,
and a spatially distributed level of uncertainty value shows a marked difference in the
level of uncertainty.
DEM Differencing Using CloudCompare
CloudCompare is an open source 3D point cloud and mesh comparison software
tool. Recent updates have seen the addition of the M3C2 plugin which allows DEM
differencing to be done using a different approach than previous CloudCompare versions.
The M3C2 algorithm is unique in that calculations are based on a cylinder of defined
diameter (d), where the axis goes through point i and the cylinder is oriented tangential to
the surface at point i (Lague et al., 2013). This method has three predominant benefits as
they relate to the present study: 1) It allows for a new layer file to be created where each
point at location XY has a signed z value representing the distance between the two
original DEMs, 2) one optional output is the significance of change Chi2 test for any
change between the two DEMs and 3) because differences in the z direction between the
two DEMs are calculated using a series of cylinders of known dimensions it is possible to
calculate positive (deposition) and negative (erosion) volumetric change. For an in depth
discussion of how the M3C2 plugin works, see Lague et al., (2013).
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(3)

Objectives
The aim of this study is to contribute to the emerging body of literature on digital
photogrammetry, specifically as it applies to the study of fluvial geomorphology. An
effective workflow for photoset acquisition, processing, and analysis is presented using
commercially available software and open source software. Two different studies are
then described. Initially, I present a controlled experiment to show the practical
limitations of digital photogrammetry in geomorphic settings. The experiment uses four
clasts of different sizes to simulate erosion and deposition. The experiment is done on
two different bars, one composed of gravel size particles and one of coarse sand. Using
the same technique, the location and quantity of erosion and deposition at five river bars
along a popular commercial whitewater rafting run are described. The river bars vary in
size from 15m2 to 30m2. They were chosen based on their popularity as lunch stops for
commercial and private river runners. The timing for photoset generation was chosen to
highlight the impacts of the river users on bar morphology.
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Chapter Two: Method
General Workflow
The workflow described here is for close-range digital photogrammetry (as defined by
Matthews (2008)) for the commercially available software PhotoScan (© 2014), and the
open source software CloudCompare (2014). I describe the process for photoset
generation including what must be done in the field to establish scale and align point
clouds for later analysis. I then describe an effective workflow for processing a photoset
using PhotoScan which results in a sparse point cloud. I also include suggestions for
thresholds when refining the sparse point cloud. After the sparse point cloud has been
refined, I describe how to establish real-world scale and identify ground control points.
A copy of my workflow diagram for photo processing can be seen in figure 1, below.
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Figure 1

For all photosets I used a Nikon D5200 DSLR camera with a fixed, 28mm focal
length lens. The camera was mounted on a 1.8 meter monopod to ensure a consistent
object-to-camera distance. The uniquely coded scale-bars used to establish scale are
available through the tools menu in PhotoScan and were mounted to a ridged plastic
backing.
Image Acquisition
Before beginning to take pictures, the scale bars were randomly distributed
throughout the landscape and ground control points (GCP) were established. Figure 2
shows the camera setup while in the field. Figures one and two in Appendix A are: of a
GCP in the field and a scale bar. Ground control points are small features permanently
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Figure 2

Taking pictures in the field. Camera is mounted on the monopod.
located within the landscape. The smaller they are, the more accurate subsequent digital
elevation model (DEM) alignment will be. However, camera-to-object distance must be
considered to ensure that the GCP are identifiable in photographs. A minimum of three
GCP are needed, and they should not be placed linearly. The number and size of GCP,
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and number of scale bars included in the photoset will be dictated by the size of the study
area. Larger study areas will require more scale bars and larger, more abundant GCP.
Once the coded scale bars and GCP are present, the photoset can be taken. If the
inclusion of scale bars is not practical, it is possible to forgo their inclusion. Alternately,
the distance between all GCP is measured. When creating scale, this is the distance that
was used.
For successful point cloud construction, I ensured each photograph overlapped
with adjacent photographs approximately 66%. The closer the camera-to-object angle is
to perpendicular, the less distortion there will be and therefore the more accurate the
spares point cloud. I also ensured that each scale bar and all ground control points were
included in the first photoset as well, following the same principle of camera overlap.
After generating the first photoset, the scale bars no longer need to be included in
subsequent photosets. I included the ground control points in all photosets for DEM
alignment.
Photoset Processing, Post-Processing, and Point Cloud Refinement
The first step in processing is to bring the photoset into PhotoScan, using the
Workflow menu. Once the entire photoset has been uploaded, I began the photoalignment process. Initial photo alignment often took take several hours, depending on
the number of pictures within the photoset and the area covered by each photograph. The
result was a sparse point cloud.
Within the PhotoScan software there are two tools to minimize pixel location
uncertainty and resulting error; reconstruction uncertainty and reprojection error. I used
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both tools after the initial photo alignment that resulted in the sparse point cloud. Both
tools work by removing pixels that have been aligned within the sparse point cloud, but
have a higher magnitude of uncertainty in their location than desired. They both allow an
ideal threshold for accuracy to be reached after the initial aligning phase of sparse point
cloud reconstruction. With each iteration, a certain number of points (matched pixels)
were selected by the software. These are the points with the largest uncertainty in their
location. I then deleted them and re-optimized the sparse point cloud based on the
remaining points. The accuracy of the software to match pixels between stereoscopic
images increases with each optimization, therefore decreases the number of mismatched
or misplaced pixels and the associated error. I used the reconstruction uncertainty to
remove points whose locations show large deviations from the point cloud surface; noise
in the Z direction within the point cloud. I used the reprojection error tool to address the
spatial location of matched pixels within the point cloud. While the ideal error threshold
is different, point deletion and optimization are carried out in the same manner.
Reprojection error refines the spatial location and alignment of the points. Decreasing
the reprojection error correlates directly with increasing the accuracy of the digital
surface. The optimization of photo alignment refines the algorithm, increasing the
accuracy of point placement I used multiple iterations of the reconstruction uncertainty
and reprojection error tools increase the ability of the software to spatially place pixel
matches. For example, upon initial photo alignment, a number of photogrammetrically
matched points may have a spatial error of ±10 pixels. They will all get removed because
the uncertainty of their location is higher than desired. Optimization after each point
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deletion, at each iteration leads to more accurate pixel matches, less uncertainty in point
locations, and therefore lower error. Based on a series of conversations with T. Noble,
photogrammetrist at the USGS, and personal experimentation, I found a reconstruction
uncertainty value of approximately 10 and a reprojection error value of approximately 0.3
were ideal. These values preserved the detail of the sparse point cloud while maintaining
the accuracy needed for detecting fine scale change (personal communication, 2014).
Additional refining jeopardizes the software’s ability to generate the dense point cloud
and does not yield more accurate results. Having refined the algorithm by which
PhotoScan aligns pixels, dense point cloud generation within this project becomes more
accurate. I repeated the process of photo alignment and point placement refinement is
repeated for every river bar at every time step.
Scale Establishment
After the sparse point cloud has been refined, I established real-world scale and identify
ground control points. The software can recognize and flag the center points of the coded
scale bars. This inevitably resulted in the identification of extraneous points, which I
deleted. I made sure to examine individual pictures containing a flag and adjust the
location of the flags to ensure that they were, in fact, centered within a coded target. This
helped improve the accuracy of the scale. To establish the real-world scale, I flagged two
markers (either on a scale bar or two GCP) and defined the distance between them.
I established ground control points from individual photographs within the
project. I opened a photograph that included one or more GCPs and flagged (and named)
it. After flagging the same GCP in two photographs, the software will recognize its
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location within the sparse point cloud, and place a flag on the GCP in every other
photograph it appears in. It is still necessary to refine the location of the flag in each
photograph as I did with the scale bars. I repeated this step for each GCP. Once all of
the GCPs were flagged, I optimized the project once more, thus calculating the actual
error in real-world dimensions. Using the software, I extrapolated the location of the
GCP in terms of real-world scale as designated by the scale bars. The final step I used
for GCP establishment was to export and save the GCP coordinates. In subsequent
DEMs of the same study area, I imported the GCP coordinates for that beach,
establishing the same real-world scale and placing the two bars in identical three
dimensional space.
The final step before any analytics can be done occurs after refinement of the
sparse point cloud and establishment of ground control points and scale. First, I made a
dense point cloud using the PhotoScan workflow, and based on the dense point cloud, a
mesh surface. When exporting the mesh surface, I made sure that the bounding box and
point spacing were consistent for each beach at each time.
Analysis Using CloudCompare
All statistical analysis for this study was done using the open source software
CloudCompare and the plugin M3C2. The M3C2 tool calculates distances between two
digital elevation models (DEMs) using a cylinder to integrate change between the two,
where cylinder area is defined by the user based on surface roughness, detail desired and
processing time and height is based on a maximum anticipated change. See Lague et al
(2013) for a detailed description of M3C2.
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For this study, for all locations at all times, I exported the mesh surfaces from
PhotoScan using a point spacing of 0.01 meters. This was chosen to ensure sufficient
detail of the surface to capture the complex nature of the beaches being studied and the
fine-scale change I anticipated. I defined my cylinder diameter as 0.01 meters as well so
that there would be a change estimation associated with each data point and data loss due
to averaging would be minimal. Cylinder height was set at between 0.5 and 2.0 meters,
depending on location and the magnitude of change anticipated.
The output I used in this study was gradient distance which returns a signed
distance value between the two DEMs in the z direction. I calculated volume of change
based on the gradient distance output layer and the local statistics for that layer. To
calculate volume of change, I created two new layer files; one where z ≥ 0 and one where
z ≤ 0. These two new layer files can then be exported to excel where raw values are
visible; specifically, the total number of valid points and the sum of all values in the z
direction, (∑ 𝑧𝑖 ). Having defined the radius of the cylinders earlier, I calculated the
volume of morphologic change as (equation 4):
𝑉 = # 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 × (𝜋𝑟 2 ) × (∑ 𝑧1 𝑧2 𝑧3 … 𝑧𝑖 )

(4)

Independently for all +z values (deposition) and all -z values (erosion). I used the above
described workflow for all DEM generation, DoD analysis and volume calculations.
2.6. Particle Size Distribution
The distribution of particle size for each beach was done using six samples from
two transects from each bar, 24 samples in total. The samples were taken on 7/29/2014
(t8). Transects moved from the water inland, and were located to cross the zones of
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largest change and/or heaviest use. Three samples were taken along each transect,
consisting of a depth of approximately 5cm.
I conducted the particle size analysis in the soil laboratory at the University of
Denver Geography Department using a series of soil sieves. I took a wet weight of each
sample, dried the samples, and then reweighed each dried sample. Each dry sample was
then passed through the sieves stacked in descending order of sizes (in mm): 5.60, 4.00,
2.80, 2.00, 1.00, 0.50, 0.15. The captured sediment was then weighed separately,
allowing for the calculation of a percent of the total sample. Tables of the wet and dry
weights, as well as the weights of each clast size can be seen in Appendix A, table.
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Chapter Three: Practical Experiment
Experimental Design
In order to assess the practical limits for change detection using PhotoScan and
CloudCompare, I developed a straight forward experiment. I generated two photosets, at
two different locations, of approximately 40 pictures each using the same camera and
monopod set up described at the beginning of section 2 and seen in figure 2 (above). The
locations were a gravel bed with a mean particle size of approximately 2.0 cm (L1) and a
sand bar comprised of predominately coarse sand (L2). At each location, I took two
photosets, one as time zero (t0) and one as time one (t1). For the simulation I selected
four approximately spherical clasts of known size: circumference = 2.0 cm, 9.0 cm, 16.5
cm and 28 cm, respectively. After the first photoset (t0) I moved the four clasts,
simulating erosion; and placed them in a different location, simulating deposition. I then
took another photoset (t1).
The photo processing was done using PhotoScan based on the uncertainty
tolerances described in section 2.2. I generated a sparse point cloud, and from the refined
sparse point cloud, I generated a dense point cloud and finally a mesh surface. For times
t0 and t1, I exported the mesh surface with a point spacing of every 0.005 meters. The
point cloud assessment was done using the M3C2 tool within the software
CloudCompare. The result was two DEM point clouds where each point has a
corresponding point in the other cloud. Designating t0 as the referenced cloud, any
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change in point location result in a signed distance in the z direction, known as the
gradient distance. Knowing the size of the four clasts allowed me to create DoDs where
the location and quantities of erosion and deposition were known. I was therefore able to
compare the volume of change determined by my analysis with the known volume of all
four clasts.
Results and Discussion
The combined volume of all four clasts is 456cm3. At the gravel location (L1),
CloudCompare computed a total volume of deposition of 425cm3 and the volume of
erosion as 408cm3. This represents a margin of error of 6% for deposition and 11% for
erosion. At the coarse sand location (L2), CloudCompare computed a total volume of
deposition of 435cm3 and the volume of erosion as 411cm3, representing a margin of
error of 4% for deposition and 9% for erosion. As with all 3D analysis, there is some
noise when using CloudCompare. In the case of CloudCompare, much of that noise is a
result of imperfect alignment of the two DEMs. I accounted for that error using statistical
parameters that are part of the DoD analysis. For the gradient distance, a histogram of
the signed distances is created, including a mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) where for
both locations, 𝜇 ≈ −0.0009 and 𝜃 ≈ 0.005. Based on the distribution of gradient
distances in the histogram, I decided that anything within ±σ was error in the model.
Therefore, when calculating the volume of change I used the thresholds z ≥ σ and z ≤ σ.
This decision was justified by the accuracy with which the model was able to calculate
the known change. Having shown the effectiveness of the method, I then moved to a
field application.
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Chapter Four: Field Application
Location: Browns Canyon, Arkansas River, Colorado
The Upper Arkansas Basin is in the northern part of the Rio Grande Rift, It
formed as a down-faulted trough (DeWitt & O’Neill 1998) approximately 29 million
years ago (Tweto 1979) and covers 3155 km2 (DeWitt & O’Neill 1998). The floor of the
valley is a result of this glacial outwash and is known as the Dry Union Formation. The
Dry Union Formation is comprised of silts, sand and gravel from alluvial fans created by
glacial melting. Glacial erosion as well as the work of rivers and streams has done much
to create the more gentle terrain on the valley floor we see today (Tweto 1961). The most
recent glacial advance also pushed the Arkansas River to the western side of the valley
where it has incised through the Dry Union formation to the hard, Precambrian
Granodiorite (Karnuta, 1995). This Precambrian Granodiorite comprises much of the
channel through Browns Canyon.
The water in the Arkansas River is a combination of seasonal snow melt, and flow
augmentation from a number of transmountain diversions and reservoirs. During peak
run off, usually June or early July, water diversion and storage rates increase. Water is
diverted from other drainage basins and stored in Twin Lakes Reservoir and Turquoise
Reservoir (DeWitt & O’Neill, 1998). The schedule for release, and vlume of water
released are adjusted yearly based on the snowfall totals for the Arkansas drainage basin
and surrounding contributing basins. Additional changes to releases from the
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contributing reservoirs are made hourly based on changing snowpack melt rates due to
atmospheric conditions such as rainfall. A hydrograph of the average daily discharge for
calendar years 1964 to 2013, the study period, study days and rainfall are shown in figure
3, below.
Figure 3

The specific study area is the Browns Canyon section of the Arkansas River, near
Buena Vista, central Colorado. The stretch of river being studied runs south, along the
eastern edge of a graben known as the Rio Grande Rift. The greater watershed is known
as the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area (AHRA) and is managed by Colorado Parks
and Wildlife. Browns Canyon is approximately centered within the recreation area. In
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2012, the AHRA reported 78,044 commercial rafting clients and a total of 95,547
commercial river users, including commercial guides and kayakers that ran Browns
Canyon. During the 2013 season, the total number of commercial rafting clients was
86,380, and the number of commercial river users was more than 120,000 (see table 1).
The Browns Canyon section of the Arkansas River is approximately 11.25 kilometers in
length and has an average gradient of 1.5%. Three of the four river bars were chosen for
this study because of their sandy composition and frequent use by commercial and
Table 1

private river runners as a lunch stop. The fourth bar was chosen because of its similar
shape and composition but infrequent use. All four beaches are sorted vertically with
gravel sized clasts beginning to appear between one and three centimeters below the
surface. The predominant sediment makeup of the surface of each beach is sands of a phi
(φ) scale size of 1 to 2 with some gravels as well (φ -3 to -5). Beach #2 and #3 had 10 to
40 percent more fine particles (less than φ 2) than beaches #1 and #4, depending on the
location of the sample. All of the beaches are between 10m2 and 30m2. A map of the
study area can be seen in figure 4.
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Figure 4

The study locations are numbered from one to four, with beach one the furthest
upstream and subsequently numbering based on downstream travel (see inset, figure 4).
Its proximity to the beginning of the put in for commercial rafting trips, and clast size
distribution representative of the other three river bars make it is an appropriate bench
mark when trying to separate fluvial change from anthropogenic. Beaches two and three
contain standard BLM camping signage regarding acceptable use and required equipment
for camping. They are popular for lunch stops as well as overnight camps. Beach four is
directly above one of the largest rapids on the stretch of river known as Zoom Flume. It
is commonly used to scout the rapid before running it. Pictures of each bar in the study
can be seen in Appendix A, figure 7. A point cloud representation of each bar including
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location of ground control points and approximate location of sediment sample locations
can be seen in Appendix A, figures 3 through 6.
Results
All four bars in the study area were photographed between six and eight times and
data was processed using the workflow outlined in section two and figure 1. Daily
minimum, maximum and average discharge for each study day can be seen in table 2. On
field days, photosets were taken beginning at 07:00 to be on the water before commercial
rafters or after 16:00 to be on the water after commercial rafters. Despite this timing,
there were occasions where beaches two and three were occupied by commercial or
private boaters and photosets couldn’t be taken. For all four river bars, the majority of
Table 2

morphologic change occurred during spring runoff, with bars one and four
experiencingparticularly large quantities of deposition. River bars two and three saw
some morphologic change as well over the duration of the summer, although deposition
and erosion volumes were less and not as spatially clustered. Table 3 shows the volume
of change for each bar from each DoD. Raw data from all river bars was processed using
the workflow outlined in section two, and mesh surfaces were exported with a spacing of
one point every 0.01 meters. Time t1 was used to generate the ground control points.
However, spatial gaps in the DEM due to field inexperience render the DEMs themselves
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ineffective for use in DoD analysis. Therefore, the earliest DEM for all analysis is time
t2. These gaps did not impact my ability to develop sufficiently accurate ground control
points.
Between times t3 and t4, discharge through the study area peaked at 104.8 cubic
meters per second. Ground control points were covered at all beaches except beach #3
until time t5. The time-step t3-t5, or t3-t4 for beach #3, represents the period of time

Table 3

when all beach change that occurs is due to fluvial processes. This time period is when
the majority of morphologic change occurred, generally as deposition. On the rising limb
of the hydrograph (times: t2 and t3) erosion and deposition levels tended to be small and
similar. Additionally, times t2 to t3 encompass a 24 hour period with approximately four
river users and no rainfall. The DEM of difference (DoD) encompassing peak runoff
shows deposition on the order of cubic meters to tens of cubic meters for all beaches
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except beach #3 which experienced erosion. On the falling limb of the hydrograph, the
general trend for all beaches was either stability or erosion. The DoD analysis only
included areas of DEM overlap. Thus, volume of morphologic change could not be
influenced by an increase or decrease in the total area of bar exposed related to changes
in discharge. The DoDs for all beaches at all time-steps are as follows: Beach #1,
Appendix B; Beach #2, Appendix C; Beach #3, Appendix D; Beach #4, Appendix E.
Expanding on suggestions from Wheaton et al. (2009), I use the average volume
of deposition and erosion for this 24 hour period to represent the uncertainty in the actual
volume of morphologic change. As such, I report all change values as +/- the deposition
or erosion value calculated between times t2 and t3. By doing this, I make the
assumption that between times t2 and t3 there was no detectable morphologic change.
Therefore, any change shown has occurred in error. I chose to use the time t2 to t3 values
for each beach separately to acknowledge that each beach will likely have different
uncertainty values based largely on my ability to consistently locate ground control points
in the photographs.
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Figure 5
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Beach #1
On the rising limb, beach #1 saw virtually no change during the 24 hours between
times t2 and t3. The error associated with deposition is +/- 0.17m3 and for erosion it is
+/- 0.26m3. The largest morphologic change occurred during peak runoff, with
deposition of approximately 34.5m3, located almost entirely at the north side of the bar,
which filled in an old channel from a wash. As discharge fell, the volume of change
remained minimal with erosion and deposition volumes remaining approximately even.
This was seen in the DoD analysis from times t5 to t6 and t6 to t7 (see table 3). At the
end of the study period, between times t7 and t8, there were a number of rain storms in
the area, one of which resulted in the reestablishment of the wash channel at the north
end of the beach. The channel creation resulted in the erosion of approximately 7m3 of
material. For the duration of the study, time t2 to t8, the volume of material at beach #1
remained general constant. Cross sections of the DoD from time t3 to t5 and t7 to t8 can
be seen in Appendix B, figure 1. Figure 6, above, shows the deposition and erosion
values for all DoDs for beach #1.
Beach #2
Beach #2 was less frequently photographed due to the presence of commercial
river users. The patter, of little change, deposition, and little change during the rising
limb, peak discharge, and falling limb respectively, was similar to that of beach #1.
During the early portion of the season, there was little morphologic change, with
deposition and erosion values being approximately equal. The error associated with
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deposition is +/- 0.52m3 and for erosion it is +/- 0.24m3. During peak runoff, there was
deposition of approximately 3m3 of sediment. Bar use increased considerably during the
falling limb and the only DoD that was possible give the data was times t5 to t6. This
DoD does not show particularly large volumes of deposition or erosion. Deposition and
erosion totals can be seen in table 3. Over the duration of the study (times t2 to t6 for this
bar), the general trend appears to be one of deposition. The implications of which are
discussed further in the discussion, section 5.1.2. The deposition and erosion values for
all of the DoDs for beach #2 can be seen in Figure 5.
Beach #3
Beach #3 saw a different morphologic trend during peak runoff than that of
beaches #1, #2 and #4. The error associated with deposition is +/- 01.65m3 and for
erosion it is +/- 1.45m3. During peak runoff (captured by DoD times t3 to t4), the
predominant morphologic change was that of erosion, approximately 4.5m3, however
there was some deposition as well of approximately 2.5m3 (see table 3). The DoD
analysis capturing the falling limb of the hydrograph (times t4 to t7) shows deposition of
approximately the same volume as the erosion associated with peak runoff. During the
24 hour period between times t2 to t3, erosion and deposition values were approximately
the same. Additionally, for the duration of the study (times t2 to t7) the total beach
volume stayed approximately the same, with deposition and erosion values being
approximately the same. Potential explanations for the deposition that occurred between
times t4 to t7 are discussed in section 5.1.3. Deposition and erosion values for all DoDs
for beach #3 can be seen in Figure 5.
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Beach #4
Beach #4 saw the most morphologic change during the study period, both as
deposition and as erosion. During the rising limb of the hydrograph, this change was
consistent with beaches #1 and #2 with little morphologic change occurring during the 24
hour period between times t2 and t3. The error associated with deposition is +/- 0.04m3
and for erosion it is +/- 0.98m3. During peak runoff (captured by the DoD between times
t3 and t5) a considerable quantity of deposition occurred, approximately 86m3 (table 3).
Unlike the other three beaches, during the falling limb all of the DoDs reveal consistent
erosion of tens of cubic meters. The DoD for times t6 to t7 and t7 to t8 show a combined
erosion of almost 31m3 of sediment. Despite the volume of erosion during the falling
limb, the trend of the study time period (times t2 to t8) was one of deposition,
approximately 62m3 in total. A cross section of the analysis showing the erosion that
occurred between times t6 to t8 can be seen in Appendix E, figure 1. The deposition and
erosion totals for each DoD can be seen in Figure 5.
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Chapter Five: Discussion
General Morphologic Change
The results from this study offer three conclusions with respect to the study
objective to determine what impacts river users may have on bar morphology as set up by
the hypotheses. They are 1) there was a quantifiable change in river bar morphology, 2)
that it is possible to draw a correlation between morphologic change and the number of
river users on some of the river bars in the study, and 3) that the change that may be
attributed to recreational river users is less than the change due to peak runoff for the
study period, March through July 2014. This conclusion is based on measurable bar
change that can be attributed to direct human impacts during the study period.
Differentiation between fluvial and human impacts was most readily done by comparing
the nature of beach morphology during the falling limb to average daily river users and to
the DoD encompassing peak discharge.
The impact of recreational river users was most apparent and easiest to identify at
beach #4. The overall lack of morphologic change and relatively few recreational river
users at beach #1 helps support this claim. The impact of human use on bar morphology
can be separated from other potential sources of morphologic change using the timing of
DoDs as well as examining other potential sources of morphologic change such as rain
events. During the early season, commercial river users average approximately four per
day (table 1). The DoD for the 24 hour period between time t2 and t3 reveals very little
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morphologic change with virtually no river users, no change in discharge and no rain
events. Because the primary factors influencing bar morphology were constant, I
consider this period of time a baseline for a lack of change. During the period between
times t3 to t5, the beaches in the study area were underwater, meaning human impact
wasn’t possible and rainfall could not impact shape. However, the DoDs from this time
period reveal a general trend of deposition, the cause of which therefore must be fluvial.
During the falling limb, unused river bars would be expected to undergo little
morphologic change, similar to what all beaches saw between times t2 to t3. Because
discharge is falling, erosivity of the water is decreasing and erosion would be minimal.
Rainfall events may trigger erosion (as seen at beach #1). However, given the timing of
the DEMs of the frequently used river bars, and the available rainfall data it is possible to
rule out this option in most situations. Therefore, it is possible to attribute the erosion
that does occur human users.
Beach #1
Early photosets and field observations of beach #1 showed the remnants of a
channel at the north end of the beach derived from a wash. During spring runoff, this
wash was filled with sediment as seen in the DoD transect in Appendix B, figure 1. A
likely reason for the deposition of sediment in this area is flow separation caused by large
woody vegetation bounding the beach at the north end. For the duration of the study
time, this beach remained virtually unchanged, the anticipated morphologic response for
the bar that saw the fewest river users. However, between study times t7 and t8, the
study area received heavy localized spring, the intensity of which can only be estimated
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based on rainfall totals from the nearest gauge in Buena Vista, Colorado (see “rainfall
totals” figure 3. During one of these events, another wash developed as evidenced by the
channel which developed between times t7 and t8. Appendix B figure 2 for a cross
section of the erosion. This small flood event removed approximately 7m3 of sediment
that was deposited during the high spring runoff. While not human derived, this erosion
event does represent an interesting source of sediment to the study area. Morphologic
change during the falling limb due to human use occurred to some extent at the rest of the
study beaches but is not seen at beach #1. Given the obvious impact of rain storms, it is
possible to attribute the lack of morphologic change at beach #1 to the lack of human
users.
Beach #2
Beach #2 exhibited the characteristic deposition between times t3 and t5.
Additionally, the DoD encompassing the rising limb also showed little morphologic
change as expected, considering the short time period and number of river users. The
falling limb also does not reveal very much change in bar morphology. Erosion totals are
larger than deposition, but not by a lot. This is perhaps attributable to the fact that there
was not very much initial deposition. The implication is that due to the lack of
deposition, the surface material was more consolidated than that of other beaches in the
study area. The result being that the beach material was already in a relatively stable
position from the perspective of erosion due to foot traffic. However, the general trend
for the beach for the duration of the study period was one of deposition. Looking at the
DoD (Appendix C, figure 2), the area of deposition is generally consolidated on the south
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side of the beach. Field observations reveal that the river users tend use the north side of
the beach, where there was no deposition. This also supports the theory that preexisting
stability of the sediment played a role in the lack of erosion due to human traffic.
Beach #3
As with all four beaches, morphologic change revealed between times t2 and t3 is
virtually equivalent, albeit larger than at any of the other study areas. Spatially, the
random distribution of erosion and deposition suggest that part of the anomalously large
volumes may be attributed to error in the DoD (Figure 2, Appendix D). This is accounted
for given the larger error bars associated with beach #3. During peak runoff, beach #3
does not experience the characteristic deposition that the other beaches do. Instead, the
predominant trend between times t3 and t4 is one of erosion, although there is some
deposition as well. The erosion seen at beach #3 is likely due to its location in a wider,
straight reach of river. While the other three beaches saw some protection from the
increased erosivity of peak runoff due to meander bends or woody debris, beach #3 does
not have any of these features. As a result, the above average discharge likely resulted in
stronger currents across the beach and therefore erosion. The areas where deposition
does occur are located downstream of the small woody vegetation that does exist. During
the falling limb (DoD times t4 to t7) the beach unexpectedly saw about 6m3 of deposition
rather than the predicted erosion. Spatially, this deposition is located over much of the
study area (see Appendix D, figure3), with some erosion showing along the inland
margin of the study area. There were some recorded rainfall events during the time
period being examined here (see figure 3) and it is possible that surface flow from rain
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events and foot traffic caused this deposition of material up-slope and outside of the study
area. However, evidence for this is not conclusive. Given the results, for beach #3, it is
not possible to conclusively attribute the morphologic change to either human or natural
factors.
Beach #4
Beach #4 experienced the largest volume of deposition and erosion of all four
beaches during peak runoff and the same small change volumes seen at the other beaches
between times t2 and t3. The reason for the quantity of deposition that occurred at beach
#4 is likely related to its position relative to the main channel. Beach #4 is located on the
inside of an abrupt left bend in the river caused by an exposed bedrock cliff on the right,
resulting in a point bar. During peak runoff when the bar was covered with water, woody
vegetation along the upper edge of the point bar would contribute further to the decrease
in flow velocity and therefore transport capacity. With the above average runoff during
the spring of this year, beach #4 spent much of the year underwater, but with the velocity
being slow enough to deposit about 86m3 of sediment between times t3 and t5 (see
Appendix E, figure 2). During the falling limb of the hydrograph the beach #4 became
rapidly exposed, leaving a near vertical interface between the water and bar.
Beach #4 is the only beach that experienced erosion that can be convincingly
attributed to human foot traffic. The DoDs from the time steps that capture the falling
limb of the hydrograph reveal a consistent trend of erosion. Spatially, this erosion occurs
at the steep water – bar interface left by dropping discharge. The areas with the most
concentrated erosion also remain in the same area as discharge drops (Appendix E,
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figures 5 and 6). The timing of this erosion is also consistent with the largest number of
average daily river users, with approximately 1,680 people using the river every day.
Figure 2 in Appendix E is the transect of the DEMs used for the times t6 to t8. They
show the same general flattening of the bar I noticed during my time as a raft guide in
California. It is possible to eliminate rainfall as making a meaningful contribution to the
trend of erosion due to the location of railroad tracks which provides a barrier between
the hill slope and beach #4. The effect of the railroad tracks is that runoff from the hill
slope adjacent to the beach would be blocked and therefore could not impact the study
area.
Use patterns for beach #4 mimic that of cattle moving between the water and the
shore. River users commonly get out at beach #4 to look at the rapid downstream before
running it. Frequent travel between boats and shore fits the description Evans (1998)
gives of direct impacts on beach degradation. In his definition, this kind of travel is
responsible for the physical movement of bank material down slope. Related to this is
the work done by Quinn et al., (1998) on the susceptibility of a slope to foot traffic (or
cattle in the case of Evans (1998)) based on its composition and the slope angle. Quinn et
al., (1998) points out that steep banks of unconsolidated material are most prone to
erosion by foot traffic.
Further examination of the erosion and deposition data for all of the beaches also
reveals that in places where deposition occurs during peak run off, erosion is more likely
to occur. At locations where there is little deposition such as the north side of beach #2
and beach #3 more generally, there is not very much erosion, despite a large number of
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river users. A potential implication of this observation is that the rates of erosion seen at
beach #4 only occurred because of the quantity of deposition. It is also likely that as the
2014 commercial rafting season progressed, the quantity of erosion seen would decrease
between two later time-steps as the beach material began to achieve its angle of repose
with respect to human traffic. Had the study period been characterized by average or
below average peak runoff, it is likely that beach #4 would have seen deposition and
erosion trends closer to those at beaches #2 and #3.
Recreation and River Bar Morphology
Initial motivation for this study is rooted in personal experience as a raft guide in
California and by work by Kaplinski et al., (2003) and Vincent & Andrews (2008). The
study by Kaplinski et al., (2003) on the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River describes
“considerable erosion as the season progressed”. The results of this study do not present
the impacts of river users as statistically significant and therefore can’t be described as
“considerable”. However, Kaplinski et al., (2003) also did not use quantitative methods
which could reveal that the considerable erosion they describe was not statistically
significant, as I found in Browns Canyon. Another factor that likely contributed to the
discrepancies between this study and theirs is the large difference in the character of the
two rivers being studied. The predominate differences being the much higher average
discharge of the Colorado River and large suspended sediment load. The presence of
sediment trapping dams also plays a role in increased erosion rates downstream, which
may have led to the erosion of sand bars Kaplinski et al., (2003) (Petts, 1984).
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This study also has potential implications for recreational river management.
Specifically, I have shown that there is an impact of recreational river users on the
Browns Canyon section of the Arkansas River. However, erosion due to river users is
generally far less than deposition as a result of the peak runoff. Managing agencies of
rivers that are sand dominated may find it worthwhile to study the impacts that river users
have on their bars due to the more erodible nature of the bar material.
Structure-from-Motion and Processing Software
Over approximately the last decade, the body of work using Structure from
Motion (SfM) as a technique to study bar morphology has increased and the technique
has begun to emerge as a viable option in fluvial geomorphology, especially when
studying settings that experience rapid change (Chandler et al., 2002; Lague et al., 2013;
Marcus & Fonstad 2010; Westoby et al., 2012). My study adds to this growing body of
work while expanding on the potential for use of digital photogrammetry when studying
small scale change, as described by Matthews (2008) and Tomczyk & Ewentowski
(2012). Digital photogrammetry and LiDAR are both capable of producing fine scale
DEMs which can then be used to describe small scale change as in section 3. However,
the equipment needed for digital photogrammetry is far more compact than LiDAR; I
was able to do all of my field work using only my kayak. The relatively compact size
and lower costs associated with the equipment make digital photogrammetry particularly
advantageous in remote study locations or ones where canyon walls or other obstructions
make aerial surveying methods impractical.
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One of the chief drawbacks to SfM techniques are issues related to the large data
sets they generate and the resulting problems with data management and processing time
(Lague et al., 2013; Westoby et al., 2012). This study experienced issues with processing
time when converting the field data (digital photographs) into a useable DEM.
Processing times were commonly more than 12 hours and sometimes close to 24 hours,
although the majority of that time is hands off, while the computer processes information
with needing user input.
Once a useable DEM had been created, a second challenge regarding the analytic
method emerged. Early attempts at data processing using the conventional software suite
ArcGIS proved ineffective. I experienced issues with file types that were too large for
ArcGIS to work with or that ArcGIS couldn’t open. CloudCompare proved to be an
efficient alternative, as it was designed to cope with large point cloud data types.
Additionally, it is open source software, meaning quicker tool development and more
rapid response to technological advances in data acquisition (CloudCompare, 2014). As
with any new method, there are concerns regarding its effectiveness and accuracy. I
personally experimented with change detection accuracy and processing efficiency as
discussed in section 3. Additional, external verification exists in the recent paper by
Lague et al., (2013). In it, they describe change occurring at many scales and
differentiate between the causes of morphologic change due to the location and nature of
the change. It is my opinion that future morphologic studies will benefit from the
continued use and development of this processing software.
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Future Work and Areas for Improvement
In addition to the technologic issues described in the section above, there were
challenges during the field work. Chief among these challenges was proper camera
focus. As outlined by Matthews et al., (2008), properly focused pictures are a crucial part
of high quality photograph alignment and therefore low error during analysis. I
developed two methods for combating this challenge in the field; 1) fixing the focal
length of the lens using tape prevented changes during the picture taking step and 2)
ensuring that each beach was covered in more photographs than the necessary for the
minimum 66% picture overlap called for by Matthews et al., (2008). Evidence of my
improvement in technique when taking pictures is readily apparent in DEMs of certain
bars at early times where there are data gaps mid bar. See Appendix A, figure 7 for an
example of a dense point clouds from time t1.
As discussed earlier in this section, beach #2 and beach #3 both have data missing
at some times. Early field work resulted in data for all four beaches assuming I was on
the water well before any commercial trips. As the rafting season progressed, beaches #2
and #3 became increasingly popular for overnight trips. As a result, I was unable to
capture the occupied beach. Extending the duration of the field work would result in
more DEMs, therefore missing DEMs due to a location being occupied would be less
important for the study.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
This thesis explores an emerging technique for generating and analyzing high
resolution digital elevation models by examining impacts that recreational river users
have on river bar morphology on the Browns Canyon section of the Arkansas River
during the summer rafting season of 2014. Results of this study show a correlation
between recreational river users and beach erosion, most conclusively at beach #4, during
the falling limb of the hydrograph. The relative lack of erosion at beach #2 and #3 was
also shown to be indicative of a less erodible beach composition and not related to a lack
of use. Regardless the cause, bar change during the study period was shown to be
dynamic. The benefits of digital photography to comparable methods of data acquisition
of a similar quality include lower costs and significantly less equipment. Despite lengthy
processing times experienced in this experiment and by others, digital photogrammetry is
a viable means of high resolution digital elevation model generation. The workflow
presented in this paper offers high resolution DEMs and is of benefit to future research,
especially where space and/or money are limited.
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Appendix A
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Table 1
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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Appendix B
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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For all of the following DoDs, north is to the left and the water surface is at the bottom of
the image. Grey areas are areas with DoD return of NoVal, meaning there was no overlap
between the two DEMs.
Figure 3. B1_t2-t3
Figure 6. B1_t6-t7

Figure 4. B1_t3-t5

Figure 7. B1_t7-t8

Figure 8. B1_t7-t8

Figure 5. B1_t5-t6
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Appendix C
For all of the following DoDs, north is to the left and the water surface is at the bottom of
the image. Grey areas are areas with DoD return of NoVal, meaning there was no overlap
between the two DEMs.
Figure 1. B2_t2-t3

Figure 2. B2_t3-t5

Figure 3. B2_t5-t6

Figure 3. B2_t2-t6
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Appendix D
For all of the following DoDs, north is to the left and the water surface is at the bottom of
the image. Grey areas are areas with DoD return of NoVal, meaning there was no overlap
between the two DEMs.
Figure 2. B3_t3-t4
Figure 1. B3_t2-t3

Figure 3. B3_t4-t7

Figure 4. B3_t2-t7
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Appendix E
For all of the following DoDs, north is to the left and the water surface is at the bottom of
the image. Grey areas are areas with DoD return of NoVal, meaning there was no overlap
between the two DEMs.
Figure 1
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Figure 2. B4_t2-t3

Figure 3. B4_t3-t5

Figure 4. B4_t5-t6

Figure 5. B4_t6-t7

Figure 7. B4_t2-t8

Figure 6. B4_t7-t8
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